OPENING THE BOX
A culturally responsive approach to STEAM education
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SUMMER STEAM ACADEMY FOR MIDDLE SCHOOLERS

JULY 20–30
Apply by: May 1

• Students entering grades 6-8 will spend time learning about navigation on land and water in Southeast Alaska and carve their own canoe paddles.

• Evenings will be spent participating in cultural activities. All meals and transportation provided.

• This overnight camp will be hosted at the UAS campus in Juneau; students will need overnight supplies and clothing for 10 days (packing list will be sent out). All other camp supplies will be provided.

QUESTIONS? contact Brook.Cinocco@sealaska.com or (907)586-9209

Opening the Box: STEAM is a Sealaska Heritage education program.

This program is funded through US DOE ANEP Grant PRR#33564220041. Contents of this document do not necessarily represent the policy of the DOE and you should not assume endorsement by the Federal Government.

bit.ly/STEAMSummer23